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ABSTRACT

The compatibility between maneuver load control, relaxed static sta-
bility, and flying qualities requirements is investigated in this report. Three
steps were involved in the investigation:

1. An analysis was made of control surface combinations and
their effectiveness for maneuver load control when used with
an airplane having shortened tail length and reduced tail
surface area.

2. Control system configurations were synthesized that minimize
a weighted measure of change in drag, wing root bending
moment, control surface activity and response error between
a Level 1 flying qualities model and the actual T-"33 airplane.

3. A direct optimization of the tail length, tail area and control
surface deflections required to obtain a compatible com-
promise of the CCV objectives was performed.

The results show that reductions in maneuver drag and wing root
bending moment can be achieved if sufficient controllability is available to
generate the required forces and moments and at the same time to artificiallycompensate for the lack of inherent stability of the vehicle.
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

The research documented in this report investigates the feasibility
of implementation of several fundamental Controlled Configured Vehicle (CCV)
concepts. The tail length and area of a typical Air Force inventory airplane
(the T-33) were decreased to reduce the static stability and additional,
active, wing-mounted control surfaces were used to provide a measure of
control of the wing lift distribution. Control system design concepts were
then used to evaluate the effectiveness of the maneuver load control concepts
and to produce flight control system designs that can take advantage of the
additional controllability of the vehicle and at the same time provide for
adequate flying qualities. There is very little doubt that the geometry and
the controllability of present day vehicles can be significantly improved as
soon as fly-by-wire and control augmentation are fully accepted as integral
parts of a flight control system.

Once feedback and command augmentation are fully accepted, then
the full potential of the use of feedback can be and should be investigated and
developed, for this knowledge can have a significant impact on the fundamen-
tal design of the airframe. For instance, inherent longitudinal or directional
stability need not be built into the airframe if sufficient control surface
effectiveness and power exist so that stability can be maintained by feedback.
This is generally an easy i•equirement. A more difficult requirement is
that, in addition to stability, the vehicle must satisfy flying qualities require-
ments. The research documented in this report places special emphasis
on the flying qualities of the augmented airplane.

The importance of the use of active controllers in addition to the
conventional moment producing devices, i. e., elevator, rudder and aileron,
has been amply demonstrated. Operational and experimental aircraft now
are using or investigating the proper use of active X-force control devices
(auto-throttle systems), Z-force control (direct lift flaps or spoilers) and
even Y-force control (side force surfaces, differential throttle or differen-
tial drag devices). With this acceptance of additional force and moment
generating devices, it becomes important to investigate their use in the
attainment of many desirable objectives of airplane design, such as control
of the wing lift distribution (to reduce the critical wing root bending moment),
structural mode control, ride qualities improvement, gust alleviation, and
certainly, the dominant factor in all flight control system design, the flying
qualities. The research documented in this report emphasizes the use of
active surfaces such as a direct lift flap and collectively acting ailerons in
addition to the elevator, to produce good flying qualities in addition to
reduced wing root bending moment and minimum drag, both statically (in
trim) and dynamically, during maneuvering flight.

In this report, the T-33 airplane was used as the object of the study.
A fairly modest CCV treatment was applied to the vehicle: the tail length
and size were assumed variable; the flap and ailerons, in addition to the
elevator, were assumed to be actively controlled as force and moment I

' tj



generating devices. The object was generally to determine the tail length,
size and surface motion,. that would satisfy the generally conflicting require-
ments of minimum change in wing root bending moment, minimum maneuver
drag and minimum deviation from Level I flying qualities. Much more could
have been, and eventually should be, done. The usefulness of additional force
and moment devices, such as canard surfaces, spoilers, actively controlled
thrust, sectioned flap and sectioned ailerons could have been included in the
investigation. They were not included for three reasons:

1. It was felt that the configuration selected would demonstrate
the feasibility. Feasibility rather than final design was con-
sidered to be the major objective of the program.

2. In this area, which represents a fairly radical departure
from coziventional design and development, careful,
measured advances should be made.

3. Time and money for an extensive investigation were not
available, and in fact should not have been made available
at so preliminary a stage.

A second area in which the study was restricted was the area of more
extensive geometrical changes in the airframe or the characteristics of the
airframe. The tail area and length of the T-33 were considered changeable;
these changes affected the stability derivatives of the airplane. The effects
of other geometrical parameters were not investigated but eventually they
should be considered in the CCV context.

Therefore, the study was restricted to feasibility rather than a
thorough investigation of the potential of CCV concepts. Yet the results are
both promising and gratifying. The wing root bending moment can be
reduced; the drag can be controlled, and the T-33 airplane can be made to
have Level 1 flying qualities with a shorter and smaller tail. Therefore,
from the CCV point of view, the T-33 is overdesigned; weight, drag and
structural loads can be reduced by using a feedback augmented flight control
"system. Since the demands of performance right now result in dynamically
less well behaved airframes requiring augmentation to bring their dynamic
behavior up to acceptability, this report takes the attitude that stability
should not impose strong constraints on the geometry of the bare airframe.
Feedback augmented flight control systems should provide the required sta-
bility. The research documented in this report shows how advanced flight
control systemn design techniques can be used to realize many of the CCV
concepts.

1.2 APPROACH AND ORGANIZATION

The systematic study of relaxed static stability, maneuver load con-
•I trol and attainment of good flying qualities was performed in four major

steps:

2
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S1. The tail size and length were varied and combinations of
elevator motion, inboard flap and collectively acting ailerons
were used to force the vehicle to fly "exactly" as a flyingqualities model. For different combinations of surface usage,

the changes in drag, wing root bending moment and measures
of control surface effort were obtained as the vehicle maneu-
vered through a 4 g pullup "exactly" as the flying qualities
model. These calculations verified the level of utility of

using the additional surfaces. This research is described in
Section Il.

2. A feedback flight control system was then designed to minimize
a weighted measure of incremental wing root bending moment,
incremental drag, error in dynamical response between the
actual aircraft and the flying qualities model, and control
activity. Familiar linear optimal control techniques were
used to obtain the solutions. The effect of variations of the
weighting of the different elements in the performance index
was investigated to some extent. The purpose was to verify
that the different weighting could be successfully "juggled"
rather than obtaining a final, or "about-to-be-mechanized"
design. Section III of the report describes this phase of the
study.

3. A direct parameter minimization of the performance index
was tried. The purpose was to try to directly obtain values of
tail length, size and control deflections that would minimize
a weighted measure of incremental wing root bending moment,
incremental drag and minimum deviation from Level 1 flying
qualities behavior during a 4 g pullup. This effort is detailed
in Section IV of the report.

4. Based upon the more than twenty years of experience with
feedback fly-by-wire systems at the Cornell Aeronautical
Laboratory, maximum attainable feedback gains for the present
state of the art of flight control system design were estimated.
Checks were made to assure that the feedback designs defined
in Section II of the report appeared feasible.

3



SEC TION II

ANALYSIS OF RELAXED STATIC STABILITY AND

MANEUVER LOAD CONTROL SURFACE REQUIREMENTS

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The first logical step in the alteration of an existing airplane to
achieve the objectives of a Control Configured Vehicle is the determination
of the effects of varying the tail length and area on the stability of the vehicle
and the ability of the chosen force and moment generating devices to maneu-
ver the airplane properly. If the aerodynamic characteristics of the air-
frame do not inherently provide the proper forces and moments, then the
surfaces must be dynamically moved in a way to compensate for the loss in
aerodynamically generated forces and moments. The analysis of geometry
changes and surface adequacy was accomplished in the following manner:

1. The equations of motion of the T-33 airplane as a function
of tail length and area were developed.

2. The equations of motion of two Level 1 aircraft mathematical
models were derived from MIL-F-8785(B).

3. The changes in drag and wing root bending moment were
developed as a function of tail length, tail area, and
elevator, flap and collectively acting aileron deflections.

4. Combinations of these three surfaces were then deflected
in a way that forced the T-33 to respond to a 4 g pullup
command as the flying qualities model would respond.

5. Evaluations were then made of the effectiveness and
usefulness of the surfaces in reducing maneuver drag,
wing zoot bending moment and relative surface deflection.

2.2 DERIVATION OF T-33 EQUATIONS OF MOTION

Equations of Motion and Dimensional Data

The longitudinal equations of motion for the T-33 airplane used as the
example in this CCV study are as follows:

4



VM-- V, - t# LA ;, Se '£l

(9 Ž ~CM, ++ m f ' IV +CV +m eC3 A ~ 6 +5)'.* (3)4

For some of the calculations the following linearized drag equation
was usedc

-9,-.L -CDfC V+CXOC.CDC~eCZWS'9+CZ S, (4)

Two flight conditions with different values of n/6 were investigated,
though most of the work was performed with the first 4 light condition (FC-l).
However, the methods used would apply to the second as well.

FC-l FC-2

V0  641 ft/sec 414 ft/sec
h 10, 000 ft 20, 000 ft

360 lb/ftý 108 lb/fta I
W 12, 000 lb 15, 000 lb

17 20, 700 slug-fta 22, 000 slug-fte

The dimensional data common to both flight conditions for the CCV-
IT-3 are:

wing: area, 5 234.8 fte

span, b 37.5 ft

chord, ; = 6.72 ft

taper ratio = . 355

sweepback of
quarter cord, A 5. O*

AR =6.

airfoil section = NACA 65 -213, a .5



-' "It has been assumed during the course of this study that the inboard
flap can readily be changed into an active control device, requiring
a change from the present split flap arrangement to a simple flap
with the following characteristics:

area, each side S,• 15.32 ftO

chord, Z 1.8 ft

wing station: 0 ft - 8. 5 ft

-It has also been assumed that the T-33 ailerons can be made to act
collectively to a longitudinal stick command. These outboard
direct lift flaps xrave the following characteristics:

area, each side SS.. = 8.75 ft'

chord, eS. = 1.17 ft

wing station: 8.5 ft - 16.0 ft

Horizontal tail area, Sy = 43. 5 fta

span, b# = 15.58 ft

chord, ýE = 3. 12 ft

taper ratio .32

2 =5.6

horizontal tail length •. = 15.9 ft

horizontal tail volume, -= 4.__ .38
S# S

- elevator

area, each side Ss = 8.7 fta

chord, = .71 ft

vertical tail:

area, SY = 22.6 fte

vertical tail length, 16.1 ft

vertical tail volume V,, V ' - = .041

6
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Stability Derivatives of the Basic CCV - T-33

All of the nondimensional stability derivatives, except the 9i and J.
control derivatives, for the basic T-33 were obtained from Reference 1.') The control derivatives for the inboard and outboard flaps, A- and '5 ,
were estimated from Air Force Datcom methods (Reference 2) using the

dimensional data above. These stability derivatives are presented inTable IL

TABLE I

T-33 STABILITY AND CONTROL DERIVATIVES

Parameter FC-1 FC-2 Parameter FC-1 FC-2

co 0.019 0.019 -o 0.15 0.15

00 O.1 117 0..106 0,40 6.50 5.90I CD, 0.0111 0.0111 -0.360 0.343

4,, 0.0176 0.0173 -75i 0.64 -. 964
cr'jsf 0. 0408 0. 0408-v611 1= . 065 1. 065

0.0703 0.0703 , -0.01 -0.009
60,1SoI 0.0192. 0.0192 a•noe -0.690 -0. 590

0Z# . 0384 0. 0384 01mi -3.30 - 3.10."•
/kv 0. 06 0. 06 ar, -7,50 -6.90

0.019 0.031 le,. -0.94 -0.90

0-4 0.142 0.59 C -0.524 -0.524
CV4V 0.0O0 0.0oo e,,aor -0. 199 -0. 199

CVAV 0.0O0 0.0O0 n'./la 45.0O0 10.O00
4AV 0.00 0.00.

Stability Derivatives in Terms of kA and

The horizontal tail area and tail length of the T-33 were altered to
investigate the various CCV configurations. The following parameters are
functions of the tail size:

01_7
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Expressions for these parameters were developed in terms of the horizontal g2
tail area ratio and tail length ratio of the particular CCV configuration under
study end the basic T-33 values, where:

tail area ratio (5)

"KL " , tail area ratio (b)

Methods from Reference 2 were used to estimate the tail contributions
to the above derivatives. It was assumed that the dynamic pressure ratio
at the tail was 1.0 as the horizontal tail is more than five feet above the wing
and should be out of the wake of the wing. However, some of the derivatives
were a function of the downwash at the tail which was estimated from
Datcom methods as:

= . 484 (Ae,)" (Datcom Sec. 4.4. 1)

The expressions for the parameters influenced by the tail size are listed
below with the corresponding Datcom sections which were used in their
derivation:

Parameter Datcom Section FC-I FC-2

CV 4. 15 .01771-. 0015 1 .0177,. 001/5A4
CID, just used area .01/,K ON ./k~

I and length ratio
multiples .3& k4' .3f3 K19
of basic $e
derivatives -. 9 f* •A -. 90 Kq ,
4.51. 6-04%8.8()), .4.89--49k 4 J1

44. 5. Z. 1 k.,-[.u1(kj'JI

7.4.4. 2 313-0-5IAkY296- 9Z8S(AAkg)' -75 .4. 1.2 3,.3-/aBS 2,6=,) 9..85.•,()Z

8
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Characteristicz of the T-3. as a Function of kA and K

The short period characteristics of the T-33 were calculated for
various k' and k', values, -o see what the bare airframe characteristics

; fwere without augmentation. The tail ratios, k'• and k, were varied
together and kept at identical values. A simultaneous reduction in both tail
length and tail size, with corresponding reduction in elevator area, could be
considered to be a fairly severe loss of stability as well as control capability
of the airplane. However, it was felt that the loss in control effectiveness
and control power could be maintained with an all-movable horizontal surface.
In addition, it was found that the net effect of inboard flap deflections and
outboard flap deflections would generally be in a direction that supplements
the pitching moment capability of the elevator during pullup maneuvers. The
best val•es of k'4 and /lt investigated separately are, of course, an important
CCV concept, but for this study, the simultaneous variation of these param-
eters vividly demonstrated the problems and design principles. At these
values of interest they both had approximately the same effect on the moment
derivatives which directly affect the short period mode.

The short period frequency and damping and v/6 for these configura-
tions were estimated by the following approximations (Reference 3):

(tsp aCs

45PP

The change in mass and moment of inertia, Z , for the CCV configuration
with 1'4 and /li of . 5 from the normal T-33 were estimated at a negative
three percent and negative ten percent respectively. It is assumed that these
vary approximately linearly for intermediate values.

The short period characteristics and K;./ct for the various configura-

tions are listed in Table II and shown in Figure 1.
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T;T, I, i

TABLE II

VARIATIONS IN FLYING QUALITIES PARAME TERS

AS A FUNCTION OF KA'A AND k14

FC-1 IIFG-Z
14, k/ -S rad/vea 95 7.IX as ?s s- rpNJ w

1.0 4.627 .4155 45.67 2.215 .3167 9.96

.875 3.420 .4538 45.19 1.605 .3473 9.85

.75 1.810 .6932 44.66 .7062 .6207 9.73
Sreal roots: "£

.725 1.325 .9087 44.57 .1855 -. 6513 9.71
Sreal" rootc: .

.70 -. 1247 ..2.183 44.47 .2350 -1.033 9. 69

.625 1.192 -3.232 44.19 .8291 -1.522 9.63

0 2.36 -4.05 43.19 1.382 -1.934 9.52

Derivation of Wing Root Bending Moment and Drag During Maneuvers

To determine the wing root bending moment (WRBM) developed in a
maneuver it is first necessary to calculate the spanwise lift distribution over
the wing and then find the equivalent force and moment arm to which this
distribution is equivalent. (It was assumed that the lift distribution for the
wing due to angle of attack and the incremental lift distributions due to flap ?
deflections are linear with c&, $S , and SO and are simply additive with no
interference effects between control surfaces. This restricts the validity
of the solutions to the linear range of CO ( Acl 15*) and 19 1 25% This is
a simplification that was felt to be justifiable for the depth of investigation
considered in this study.)

The shapes of the lift distribution curves due to a and S were
estimated from methods in Reference 2 (Datcom Section 6. 1. 5. 1). These
are shown in Figure 2. The area under each curve can be treated as the total
lift increment due to a particular 0a , Si , or S, deflection, respectively. The
spanwise lift distribution times span position is shown in Figure 3. The area
under each curve is equivalent to the incremental WRBM due to a particular

*, 61, , or J, deflection. When the areas under the curves in the second set
are divided by the areas in the first set, the result is the moment arm, or the
position at which an equivalent force will produce the same WRBM as the lift
distribution did.
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The above procedure was carried out on the accompanying figures
with a planimeter with the following results:

Lift distribution Lift area Lift x span Equivalent
due to: position area WRBM arm

(WRBM)

.418 .173 .414b = 6.62 ft

.244 .0788 .323b = 5.16 ft

Sa .159 .0874 .548b = 8.77 ft

The incremental WRBM derivatives for each wing are given below. The
moment arm associated with Mjo and MA,3 are the same because the lift at -t
o6. =0 has the same distribution as the lift at x 0.

MS (zero angle of attack) = • 5) ( (6.62 ft)

M x (6. 62 ft)

Mia5 =(4*ti * S) x (5.16 ft)

62, = Z (8.77 ft)0

FC-I FC-2

MB 41, 970 ft-lb 12, 590 ft-lb 1

Mg 1, 460, 500 ft-lb/rad 397, 860 ft-lb/rad

M 357, 650 ft-lb/rad 107, 300 ft-lb/rad

M 394, 750 ft-lb/rad 118, 420 ft-lb/rad

0¢

The increment in WR3M developed in a maneuver is then written as

The incremental drag developed during a maneuver is defined by the
following nonlinear equation t

'5ADraq =S (CPO Sie! .g II C IJ D 1o

+ $iI (8) o
4 LPtd 4hS . 00 1 (4rew, ildmc ed dra 9 on aoiifl)(8

gel t ,duced drao oen hbrih/onal ril))

14
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In some instances it was necessary to use a linear drag equation to simplify
the calculations:

A Drag V + DCV,; so+5~ 5CP 1z (9)

#e

2.3 DERYVATION OF AN IDEAL FLYING QUALITIES MODEL

Good flying qualities, as defined in MIL-F-8785B, is one of the major
objectives of this study. Flight control system designs will be derived that
will augment the airplane in such a way that the augmented vehicle response
will be identical to or a close approximation to a model having "ideal"
flying qualities. In this section, the equations of motion of the ideal model,
as applied to this particular airframe, the geometrically altered T-33,

* are derived.

2

From MIL-F-8785B (Reference 4), an excellent Level 1 longitudinal
flying qualities airplane would possess the following short period charac-
teristics:¢2

(10)

Two models were developed: one for an airplane with a normal lift slope,
.t 2/T rad-l (low lijt model); and one for an exceptionally high lift air-

pla'ne, 4 z 47T rad" (high lift model). The drag polar, velocity derivatives,
and control derivatives were assumed to be the same as the normal T-33.
There are then only four derivatives that need to be found:

It was first assumed that 2= A4• for this is true for the basic
T-33 and is a very good approximation for many other aircraft. Then the
following equations can be written:

2&s

S(12)

~,. - -C(13)

,,
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From the relations aWjp ntle and sp .7 for an ideal Level 1 short-period model and the above equations, all of the derivatives of the ideal
flying qualities model can be evaluated. Speed stability was not investigated
in this study. However, the phugoid roots of the models, which are approxi-
mately those of the T-33. were evaluated and were also Level 1.

TABLE III

STABILITY DERIVATIVES AND OTHER CHARACTERISTICS

OF TWO LEVEL I MODELS

Low Lift Model High Lift ModelFlight •

Condition FC-l FC-2 FC-1 FC-2

Cl , 1/rad 6.28 6.28 14.32 14.32

g/rad 44.12 10.60 100.7 24.2

c4P , rad/sec 6.64 3.26 10.03 4.92

Psp .7 .7 .7 .7

,sec -2.214 -. 8237 -5.045 -L878_2.
M ,sec -33.661 -8.549 -70.42 -17.93

M, sec rad" 1  -4.723 -2.490 -6.00 -3.34-II
MA , sec -2.362 -1.245 -3.00 -1.67

%h ,rad/sec .06 .10 .06 .09

.11 .04 .12 .04

The above models are labeled on Figure 4 along with the unaug-
mented CCV - T-33 configurations. It shows how these configurations com-
pare to MIL-F-8785B short period frequency requirements for Category A
Flight Phases (air-to-air combat, weapon delivery, etc.). It can be seen
that the normal T-33 (4IeA = k'. = 1) is close to an ideal model, while the
flying qualities deteriorate quickly as KA and K are reduced below. .85.

Figure 5 shows digitally computed time histories of both the low lift
and high lift model responses. The primary effect of ) /06 can be seen in the
transient of the pitch rate response and in the steady state value of Ao.
High n/6 means higher Z, which shows up as a smaller overshoot in the
pitching rate response to a command elevator input.

16
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2.4 DERIVATION OF SURFACE DEFLECTIONS REQUIRED TO MATCH
THE MODEL RESPONSE

The flying qualities model defines the equations of motion of a Level 1
airplane. Evaluation of surfaces or other force and moment generating
devices is accomplished by obtaining the deflections required to force the
CCV - T-33 airplane with altered tail length and size to respond "exactly" asthe flying qualities model responds. Three control surfaces: elevator,

inboard flap and collectively acting ailerons were used in various combina-
tions to force the altered airplane to respond as the model.

The flying qualities model represents three degrees of freedom of
motion; if fewer than three independent force and moment generating devices
are used for control, the response of the flying qualities model cannot be
exactly reproduced; only one state variable (and derivatives) per controller
can, in general, be made to respond as the flying qualities model would
respond. The calculations for the control motions are done in the following
way.

The small perturbation equations of motion for an aircraft can be
written in the state-vector form

where
% is a vector representation of the state variables of the

vehicle. For this aircraft, the state vector Ix[,,ev
has been chosen.

I is a vector representing the control variables of the
vehicle; in this case the control vector elements are defined
from elevator deflection, $ , flap deflection, 8 , and
collectively acting ailerons, S . J:-- .6• , 1S1 o

F is a square (4 x 4) matrix of dimensional stability derivatives
of the airplane. A coefficient of this matrix, when mul-
tiplied by a state variable and an appropriate inertia or mass,
represents a moment or force applied to the vehicle due to
the configuration of the vehicle.

G is a matrix of dimensional control derivatives of the vehicle.
A coefficient of this matrix, when multiplied by a control
surface deflection and an appropriate mass or inertia,
represents a force or moment applied to the aircraft by a
surface deflection.

|5
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The equations of motion (15) are partitioned:

The partitioning is selected so that Fz and Gz are of the same p x p
dimension when po represents the number of independent controllers on the
vehicle. The equations of motion of the flying qualities model are similarly
partitioned:

.J J [1m ' E-]J L(17)

where X, (e) represents the motions or state variables of the flying qualities
model that we wish the aircraft to reproduce.

The control law is of the following form
a(e) .- , .(t) Nkg¶2 ,%, (N)- l•t,) (18)

Substituting Equation 18 into Equation 16 yields

't = F;z 'g )% ÷f +z F2t'Z + G/Z eZ 'Z• M+ e (19)

Taking the Laplace transform of (19) and rearranging yields

Tfhe substitution of the following gains

r I

into Equation 20 yields

20



and we have the desired result: namely that

The system is shown in block diagram form in Figure 6 below.

rA

Figure 6 MODEL FOLLOWING SYSTEM

Although the computation to determine the control system deflections,
ts&) actually involves the definition of a control law, and incidentally a

control system design, the design is generally not a good one and would not
normally be mechanized. The feedback gains k1. can be destabilizing and
because the subset Y, (W) of the state vector is not required to be fed back,
the system design would be sensitive to poorly known or varying stability
derivatives. However, if the same number of controllers as degrees of
freedom of motion were available, then the model following design of Figure
6 is practical and any feedback, presumably the feedback that leads to a stable,
insensitive system, would form the basis for a model following flight control

• system design.

2.5 RESULTS OF THE STUDY

The curves of Figures 7, 8, and 9 and Table IV summarize the re-
sults of using the model-following technique to obtain the control surface
deflections required to perform a 4 g pullup which would be performed by an
airplane whose equations of motion were exactly the same as the low lift
flying qualities model at FC-l of Table I1. Figure 7 shows the change in drag
obtained by using only the elevator, the elevator and the flap, and finally the
elevator plus collectively acting ailerons as a function of tail length and sizQ
ratios, kA and A-'1 . The curve shows that the maneuver drag is reduced both
by shortening the tail and reducing the tail size and by using both elevator and
flap or ailerons to perform the maneuver. Drag can be reduced by a'.out
1316 using two surfaces, and it can be reduced by approximately 8.5 %6 by cut-
ting the tail length and size in half. A maximum reduction of 30% can be
obtained by cutting the tail length and size in half and using both elevator and
ailerons for maneuvering control. To do this, however, would not be prac-
tical, for as shcvn by Figure 9, the maximum control surface deflection of
the elevator would be tripled. Since the maximum elevator deflection of the
T-33 is limited to -25.0, the 4 g pullup would represent the maximum atFC-1, thereby limiting the maneuvering capability of the airplane. :21!
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i! The reduction in the maximum wing root bending moment by using•

Sauxiliary surfaces is equally pronounced as compared to changes in drag.
; Compared with the nominal size tail length and area, the wing root bending

moment decreases by approximately 9. 2% by the use of flap and elevator and by
!') approximately 1576 by using elevator and collectively acting aileron. The
: change in wing root bending moment also decreases as the tail length and

area are reduced but the change, as shown in Figure 8, is not as dramatic
, as the drag effect.

:" These improvements in drag and moment changes cannot be obtained
without cost. The cost is obviously in the deflections of the control surface
required to perform the maneuver. The maximum deflections of the eleva-
tor, the flap and the ailerons are shown in Figure 9. As the tail area and
length are cut in half, the elevato'c deflections required to perform the 4 g
pullup are tripled, with some decrease in maximum elevator required when
either the flaps or the ailerons are used. Because the elevator deflection -s
reduced rather than increased, the flaps and ailerons produce a beneficial
effect; they aid rather than fight the elevator in the generation of the response.

influence of the Flyring Qualities Model

The flying qualities model that dictated the shape of the response
during the 4 g pullup has a strong, probably the most important, effect on
the results. Table IV below summarizes a few of the more important
results using the high io/h model, where / = 100. 7, as compared to the
lower (n /a= 44. 12) model of the previous analysis.

TABLE IV
4 g PUL.LUP WITH HIGH M/ ODEL

Aircraft Surface A Drag b% WRBM Max. Surface Deflec. (rad)
iConfigurat~ion Configuration (!b) (ft-lb) Xe si !5-0

SBase T-33 Se only 907 12-9,1I00 -.229 . .

KA e + S;i 2900 139, 400 -. 157 +.2,17 -

$ + 5i+# (Si z-1) 2740 158,1I00 -. 137 +-.128 +. 12-8

• +2 490 184, 600 -. 113 -- +. 315
S•eonly 814 129,1I00 -. 381 . .

S e * Si 2970 142, 300 -. 361 +.228 -
Se #S;k£- -. 5, (Aj S&,) 2800 163,3•00 -. 2z78 +.132z + . 132

Fe *8 22 Z60 179, 900 -. 182 +.31

44
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By comparing the surface deflections required of the high and low
requirements (both models, high and low n// , satisfy the flying qualities
requirements in MIL-F-8785B equally well) there is a significant difference.
For the low "/*r models of Figures 7, 8, and 9, the flap and aileron deflec-
tions were negative, which decreat:ed the lift on the wing and sigi•ificantly

reduced the Wing Root Bending Moment. For the high lift model at FC-1
whose characteristics are tabulated in Table III, the n/ce of the model was
significantly higher than that of the T-33. This means that the airplane
performs the 4 g pullup with less pitching motion than it normally would have.
In order to do this, the effective slope of the lift curve must be increased.
This requirement demanded a positive (downward) deflection of either the
flap or the collectively acting ailerons. An increase in wing lift produces an
increase in wing root bending moment as vividly demonstrated in Table IV.
If elevator alone is used to generate the required change in lift, a larger
maximum elevator deflection must be used to perform the 4 g pullup, forl/Tez is larger in absolute value with the high 77A model. When two control
surfaces are used for maneuvering, both the angle of attack and the pitch

rate response of the model are exactlyreproduced by the T-33. This demands
a different pitching-heaving behavior than is normally obtained in a T-33,
causes the positive flap and/or aileron deflections, and increases the wing
root bending moment. Thus it can be concluded that relaxed static stability
and maneuver load control are incompatible for high lift models.

Ab the ailerons and flaps are used, the deflection action requi-x'ments
of the elevator are significantly reduced and the elevator deflections beco'me
less strongly a function of tail length and s'ze. This is to be expected be-
cause heaving (direct lift) requirements are predominant; pitching motions
are not as important in producing lift changes and therefore become a less
strong function of tail length and size.

The flying qualities then, have a very pronounced effect on the maneu-
ver load alleviation requirements of a Control Configured Vehicle. The "/A
requirements to be satisfied by the CCV should be as low as possible con-
sistent with available elevator power if wing trailing edge lift modulating sur-
faces are used. This will generally require negative (T.E. up) lifting control
surface deflections that will aid the elevator and at the same time redistribute
the lift on the wing in a desirable way to reduce the wing root bending moment.
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SECTION III

THE SYNTHESIS PROBLEM

3.1 INTRODUCTION

In the previous section, the T-33 airplane was forced to respond as
the flying qualities model responds. The tail length and size were varied to
determine the effect of these parameters on the drag, wing root bending
moment and on the surface deflections. Several combinations of candidate
surface configuraticns inherent to the T-33 airplane that can be considered
for maneuvering were considered. These surfaces were the elevator, the
flaps (assumed to be a simple flap capable of both positive and negative de-
flections), and collectively acting ailerons. Other surfaces, such as the
addition of spoilers or canard surfaces were briefly considered then dis-
carded, because it is felt that these additional force and moment generating
devices should not be added to the airframe unless the existing surfaces prove
incapable of doing the job.

In the previous se:,ction, the approach taken was one of analysis.
Parameters were changed and the effects were noted. In this section the
problem of synthesis is investigated. Since flying qualities requirements are
fairly broad and many different configurations will yield a Level 1 aircraft,
the requirement that the airplane respond exactly as the model is much too
stringent a requirement. More emphasis should be put on drag and wing root
bending moment reduction for this was felt to be actually more important than
satisfying the ultimate in flying qualities.

"To satisfy the conflicting requirements of minimum drag and wing root
bending moment, a performance index was formulated that included quadratic
measures of the error in dynamic behavior between the actual aircraft and the
flying qualities model, the maneuver drag, the change in wing root bending
moment and the control surface motions. The quadratic performance index
is an indirect, rather than direct measure of the design objectives. The
modeling error, the drag and the wing root bending moments are minimized
relative to each other in a way that produces a most useful kind of solution to
the problem. The control motions are relatively smooth and well behaved and
the control effort and maximum deflections are managed by the judicious '
choice of weighting parameters in the performance index. The resulting
control law is linear for a linearized description of the airplane dynamics,
and these r -ntrol laws are of the type most likely to be actually mechanized
on an aircraft. The parameters of the closed loop system will then yield
results that will indicate those stability derivatives, such as CM, and.
that a CCV aircraft might inherently possess. The performance index is of
the general form

00
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where L = matrix of dimensional stability derivatives of the flying
qualities model

AD Ex i- 4a = linearized expression for the change in drag

AN/EW MZ +Ala = linearized expression for the change in wing root
bending moment

= control deflections; r5" e,

Y, state vector of the airplane; Xrr fAVt, q,

1 Y11 Q,

The solution is constrained by the equations of motion of the T-33
airplane.

where F and G are the matrices of dimensional stability and control deriva-
tives of the T-33 airplane given in Table I.

The solution to the problem posed above will yield the motions of the
three control surfaces as a function of the state vector a - - ',z that will
minimize the performance index. The matrices Q , V , 7- and R express
relative emphasis placed on the requirements to minimize model following
errors, drag changes, wing root bending moment changes and control motions.
These weighting parameters are adjusted relative to each other, the absolute
numbers are comparatively meaningless except in very simple cases.

The problem of minimizing a quadratic performance index is a well
established method of flight control system synthesis and literally hundreds
of papers and reports have been written on the subject since the technique
was formulated and popularized by R.E. Kalman (Reference 7) and S.S. Chang
(Reference 8). Later reports, like Reference 9, established the relationships
that exist between the performance index form of solution (called linear
optimal control) and the more conventional control system synthesis tech-
niques, like root locus methods. Reference 9 gives many examples of real-
istic flight control applications and the theory is very briefly summarized.
The solution to the linear optimal control problem yields the following con-
trol law which minimizes the performance index of Equation (23)

=% (25)

where P is the positive definite symmetric solution to the matrix Riccati
equation

o P4-F ' PO e'P*Q8 (26)
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As shown in Appendix I this equation satisfies the general
Hamiltonian equations

L~JL_ prj J A, (27)

that are necessary and sufficient for the solution of this problem. The
mathematics of this problem will not be discussed; however, a brief intro-
duction to one of the more important closed form solution techniques is given

in Appendix I. A few characteristics of the solution that will result when this
technique is applied are discussed below.

1. Guaranteed Stability - If the bare airframe is unstable, the
choice of positive definite weighting matrices Q , V , T
and Q will always yield stable linear solutions to linear
problems. This does not mean that the resultant closed loop

system will necessarily be stable. If an error between a
model and the actual airplane is minimized, the closed loop
aircraft response can be unstable if the model is unstable,
but the error between the aircraft and the model will
approach zero asymptotically.

2. The solution will generally yield a closed loop system that
has a smooth and well behaved response in the state variables
(or errors) included in the performance index. These states
will generally respond more quickly than the open-loop
aircraft and exhibit little overshoot to an initial condition or
command input.

3. The solutions as a function of the weighting matrices exhibit
no surprises. A series of solutions, which require at most
a few moments of digital computation time, quickly establishes
the trends of the solutions as a function of the weighting
matrices. Engineering judgment based upon the knowledge
of the limits, capabilities and flying qualities of the airframe
is used to adjust the weighting matrices to ralpidly arrive at
acceptable solutions. The actual numerical vawe associated
with the performance index is a very poor substitute for
knowledge of the airframe stability and control and flying
qualities requirements.
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3.2 LONGITUDINAL RESULTS

Problem Formulation

The performance index of Equation (23) was reformulated entirely
as a model problem, where zero change in drag and wing root bending moment
was included in the model formulation as an objective of the solution. The

performance index becomes

T i • + dt

Y Y VrY, QZ 1 ) dt

where the relations between X, Y and Z and the original matrices F, G, L,
M; N, E. H, Q, R, T and V of Equation (23) are given below

os 4 ; 5,. 33 -I28

= 0 0 0 ,14
o 0 0

910 9,7 ,3 q3  0 0

94f 941 + 1 0 4 (29)

0 0 r0g -o 0 t (30)

R 0 r. 0(31)
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Input Design

The linear optimal control problem described above to obtain the
minimum integral of drag change, wing root bending moment change and
minimum integral error squared during a transient or set of initial con-
ditions describes only the feedback or regulator part of the solution to the
problem. The input or command gains must also be defined. The problem
could have been formulated as a model following problem as sketched below:

U~oI"/PA I tP4 IVE

with a performance index

(Ix A~ Ds1f ' '# IIlaDI;.IwRMYgZ IauIjdz (32)
0

but the regulator or closed loop part of the system is not influenced by the
model; the model is an uncontrollable part of the system and appears only in
the feedforward or command portion of the system. It was felt to be more
realistic in terms of an operational system to include the model in the perfor-
mance index as a restraint on the feedback or regulator part of the system
and separately compute the feedforward gains to yield a good quasi-steady
state match of the model, at a time t = 2 seconds after the applied command.
At this time the short period had responded but there was no significant speed
change. This was felt to be realistic in terms of the majority of maneuvering
requirements of existing fighter aircraft.

Three control surfaces are used to control the three degrees of

freedom of motion of the vehicle so the problem can be exactly solved. The
command input gains are obtained by solving for the values of the control
vector u. in the following equation
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L~i/~~Uc(33)

w•ere ti. = 2 see a'eer Me %pplied pilot i1,al

This guarantees that the states of the augmented airplane have the
same values(q, • , V , , • ,&,V )as the model Z seconds after the
command input. The trajectory of the response between t = 0 and t = 2 sec
will be different and this difference will be a function of how closely the re-
quirements of minimum dynamic error between the model and the actual air-
craft were met compared to the other minimization requirements of the per-
fornmance index. An alternate way to consider the command part of the
system is to connect the stick only to the elevator, but this, as will be shown
later, produces a less desirable solution.

Example Solution

A fairly wide range of linear optimal control solutions was run to
investigate the feasibility of obtaining less drag and wing root bending mo-
ment during dynamic maneuvers. The important considerations were integral
of drag or absolute magnitude, and peak wing root bending moment. Additiona'
evaluations were based on maximum control deflections and control action,
(integral of the square of the control deflections) as well as evaluations of the
time histories of the response of the system.

Solutions were easily obtained that yielded good results and could also
be mechanized without difficulty. An example is given by the performance
index

_" = , {i-z,/ , + + IO+( • '* WRM) 2 *eZ jdt (35)

This performance index weights each portion of the flying qualities
error, the drag changes and the wing root bending moment changes in the
same order of magnitude and is a very straightforward way to select the
weights in the performance index. The solution produces a feedback gain
matrix

! (60) (60) W6 (4o)

7.9 X 1 9.6 xu t6 -25 4.f03 (Ase)
. -6 -I -4.9x10- 4.9 Xo- .124 -. 196 (A6i5) (36)
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which indicates that feedback from pitch rate and angle of attack changes to
the three control surfaces are the only significant feedback requirements.
The gains are quite reasonable and relatively easy to mechanize. The closed
loop system matrix becomes

0 0 1.0

Z.837 fO"F ,42.01 x 16-1 -6,823 -2[6.sg

569 +6.19 1 99 - to9J

The feedforward gains obtained from Equation (34) are shown in the
sketch below relative to the basic T-33, which requires an elevator deflection
of S. = -. 158 rad to obtain a quasi-static change in normal acceleration of
4 g at the flight condition under study, FC-l.

Figure 10 COMMAND INPUT MECHANIZATION

Figure 11 shows the responses of the flying qualities model and the optimal
system to a 4 g command input. The response of the augmented vehicle is
similar to that of the model and would most likely be considered to have
Level 1 flying qualities. The motions of the control surfaces, although ini-
tially abrupt because no actuator dynamics were included in the simulation,
are not considered excessive.

Table V shows the results of three different solutions with the basic

T-33 airplane while Table VI shows the feedforward, and feedback gains
and closed loop eigenvalues for the three systems. The tables show that the
maneuvering drag and the wing root bending moment can be reduced by a
reasonable amount through the reduction of the tail length and area, yet the
control system required to still give good Level 1 flying qualities is not
overly complex and can be mechanized without difficulty. The only potential
problem is that about 4 times as much elevator deflection is required to per-
form the 4 g pullup when the tail length and size are cut in half. This may
be solved by replacing the elevator with an all-movable horizontal surface.
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TABLE V

COMPARISON OF CCV PERFORMANCE FOR 4 g PULLUP

*I•= k,•=. -,.-e f l k1.
i...••+• WeigtngJQ3Q 016 0308 13 '!

.0 106 10 1

L, 'a¶1061 -s 1:3I

SDrag (Ib) 200 2400 1870 1830

A TWRBM(wJ( 147,000 112,500 127,600 127,200

:"e-. 0758 -. 085 .265 .262 ;

.f••059 -. 078 -.0o75 ,

4'

:•- .147 . 019 .017

4"O• .127 .403 .311 i.

01

*~. 5 .-. 078 *4..075 ~ ~

Ao -. 47 .09 .01

"-- .12 .4 331
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TABLE VI

COMPARISON OF CCV DYNAMICS FOR 4 g PULLUP

Q 106 108 10

63

Q4 106 0 0
Weighting

V 103 0 0
Parameters

T I 1 10"

R 1 =18 10 61
-r3o 101

dei -. 25 -1.03 -. 85

.12 0 -. 65

Significant 0.9-.

Feedbac-k1.03 -12.8 -5.72Feedback ec

Gains / -. 20 4.08 -Z.61

so/• 3.9 0 1.06

Fedforward3.15 16.1 6.42
F ee dfo rwa rd

1i/s -. 844 -4.18 6.21
Gains

/olS -3.00 -0.475 -9.86

.679 .693 .949
Short Period

5.83 5.59 7.19

Phugoid .105 .104 .100

W1/h .9651 .069 .071
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Effect of Command Input Mechanization

The linear optimal control optimization study of this section produced
feedback gains but did not specify the command or feedforward gains and this
produces somewhat of a problem.

One obvious way to specify command gains is to design the flight con-
trol system as a model following system. A second way is to calculate the
feedforward interconnecting gains such that the resulting control effectiveness
matrix would be the same as that of the model. A third way would be to
command only the elevator, and altering the feedforward gain or the "gear
ratio" in such a way that the augmented aircraft maintains a quasi-static
4 g response to the same stick deflection as the basic T-33 airplane. A
fourth way of designing the command input portion of the system is given by
Equation (34), where the gains are calculated such that the augmented air-
craft response has the same state values as the model 2 seconds after the

command input is applied by the pilot.

In this section, a comparison is made of two command input designs,
command to the elevator alone and command to produce a state match at t
2 seconds. The feedback used was generated by the third solution to the
linear optimal control problem of Table V, in which the weighting param-
eters were 1= 03, t = 10-2, =106J.

Comparisons of the responses of the systems are shown in Figure
12. The most significant difference between the two system responses is
in the control deflection time histories. The design that commanded only
the elevator input requires significantly larger peak and steady state control
deflections to obtain the 4 g pullup with significantly larger increase in dragS~during the maneuver. The deflections required of the elevator conmmand

system, however, are in the right direction, inboard flap down, outboard
flap up, to produce significantly less wing root bending moment change
during the maneuver.

There are actually a near-infinite number of ways that the control

surfaces can be connected to the stick command input. At least four logical
ways are mentioned above, and each has its advantages and disadvantages.Yet all 'with the possible exception of the model following arrangement) can
be considered to be solutions to the linear optimal control problem solved in
this section, for any initial set of control deflections can be thought of as aset of initial conditions of the state vector, since the control law a - - Iy
directly relates the control deflections and the state vector.
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Since CCV concepts involve reduced tail lengths and size, using addi-
tional control surfaces to aid the resulting less effective elevator, the inputs,
i.e., the deflections of the various surfaces required to perform the maneuver,
are critical to the CCV design concept. These deflections along with the tail
length and area ratios are directly considered and optimized to achieve the
desired objective of good model following with minimum change in drag and
wing root bending moment.

3.3 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL RESULTS

Introduction

Although most of this study de•Is with a CCV for the longitudinal
degrees of freedom of motion, it is desirable to check similar vertical tail
variations on the lateral-directional behavior of the airplane. A brief inves-
tigation was conducted similar to the linear optimal control solution for
longitudinal CCV described earlier in this section.

The lateral-directional equations of motion are:

00 0 f 0 0

,•~~~. 1 '14,, ,- ,•% %
o o , o4. (38)

" N•"0 N' t N" M.

As was done with the longitudinal modes, it is necessary to derive
relationships of the lateral-directional derivatives with the altered vertical
tail areas and lengths of the CCV and the normal T-33 derivatives.

The basic T-33 derivatives for th. following flight condition were

obtained from Reference 1

Vo = 805 ft/sec

h = 23,000ft

32lb/fta

= 372 l39
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Using the basic derivatives and methods from Reference 5, the tail effects
on the lateral-directional derivatives were evaluated. The lateral-directional
equations of motion for the CCV - T-33 can then be written as:

,.• -[.,...,.o•,(k,)* .04. o. -
0 i. 0

p I4kl)' 0 -2.86 L 9 3 210(A), N'JI
0" --. 044(KA 3(. j [.0 1,.17 ( JJ)(,Y.

0 (0

where now:

and analogous to the longitudinal study, the rudder size was reduced at the

same rate as the vertical tail.

Problem Formulation and Results

Similarly to the longitudinal case, it is desired to calculate the re-
sponse feedback gains necessary for the CCV to have approximately the
dynamic characteristics of an ideal model with small control deflections.
The ideal model was chosen from Reference 6. The following are its equa-

tions of motion and lateral-directional characteristics:

[f=[ : o: L. ÷jL i (40)4

.587 0 .04 607_j 0
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od = 2.5 rad/sec

' =~

T .25 sec

=00

0;,4 -. 9
The performance index included quadratic measures of the error on

the dynamic behavior between the CCV and the model, and the control sur-
face motions: 0)

0

where both of the weighting matrices were set equal to identity matrices. A
more comprehensive study should consider tail loads.

Seven CCV configurations with various values of k' and k1 were
evaluated. The results are listed in Table VII.

Evaluation of Results

All of the modal characteristics, though not identical to the "excellent"
model, are still Level 1 according to specifications in Reference 4. However,
there are other factors which show that there is a limit to the amount of
vertical tail reduction that is allowable.

First of all, feedback gains much greater than 5. are not realizable,

so configuration 7 with a 8,/, of 8.9 is not realistic. Also the amount of
rudder deflection to hold a constant sideslip may be a limiting factor. From
MIL-F-8785B, an airplane must be able to hold an approximate 15 degree
sideslip in case of an extreme crosswind landing. The amount of control
deflection necessary to trim each CCV configuration in a steady level 15
degree sideslip is also listed in the following table. Again, configuration 7
is unrealistic as it would call for a 57 degree rudder deflection.

It can be seen from configurations 2 and 4, and 3 and 6 that the effects
of kA and kz4 are almost identical and stability derivatives depend on the
value of the product ( A k'A ). The limiting value for the CCV - T-33 for
(KA k) is most likely 0.1. From the table it can be seen for this value
(configurations 3 and 6) the St./4 gains are about 5. 0 and the rudder deflection
to hold the maximum sideslip is approximately 20 degrees. Though the
unaugmented configuration 6 is statically and dynamically unstable:
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TABLE VII

RESULTS OF LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STUDY

"Ex el Ba

Para. "Excel- Basi- Augmented CCV Configurations
lent Unaug-
Model mented 1 2 3 4 5 6 7S(Ref. 6) T-33

K1 -.. 1.0 5. 0.1 1. .5 .2 .1

.. 1.0 1 . 0.1 .5 .5 .5 .5

2.5 2.2 2.45 2.41 1.90 2.41 2. Z8 1.87 1.50

9d .25 .09 .167 .171 .546 .184 .283 .555 .773

S.25 .3 .250 .250 .248 .250 .249 .249 .249

?V, 00 150. 685. 882. 138. 905. 430. 130. 66.4

.90 16 .92 .92 1.28 .92 .99 1.29 1.78

Response
Feedback
Gains

•-/16 .356 .252 .167 .534 .325 .202 .159

150 0 0 0 0 0 0 -.001

-, -- -. 051 -. 053 -. 053 -. 051 -. 053 -. 053 -. 054

-- -- "-.008 -. 005 0 -. 024 -. 021 -. 013 .003

-- /- -. 044 .964 5.800 .980 2.671 5.727 8.956

-- -- 0 .001 .082 .001 .012 .080 .201

sr1p .010 .010 -. 014 .013 .015 -. 020 .031

-- ,-/--.03v -. 100 -2.447 -. 119 -. 485 -2.385 -5.548

S. for
Steady 15* -12.4 -12.4 -9.7 -9.3 -10.4 -10.3 -9.6 -9.5
Sideslip

i .for
Steady 15" 0.93 0.93 9.5 -19.8 9.3 -1.0 -20. 2 -57.3
Sideslip
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(the two real Dutch roll roots are -1.7 and +1.05 and

.34 sec, - 11.4 sec)

with a simple feedback system, this configuration can be made to fly with
• ;Level 1 handling qualities. Therefore a corresponding and possibly neces-

sary reduction in vertical tail area and length is compatible with reductions
in the horizontal tail. Also with a smaller tail, the vertical tail loads will
be reduced, resulting in a possible reduction in structural stiffening and a
further weight saving.
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SECTION IV

DIRECT OPTIMIZATION

4.1 INTRODUCTION

In Section II of this repo.•t, several control surface configurations
were investigated in order to obtwin measures of change in drag, wing root
bending moment and surface deflection as the T-33 airplane, with altered
tail length and area, was forced to respond "exactly" as the flying qualities
model would respond. This study revealed the effectiveness of surfaces
other than the elevator in aiding the elevator to perform the pullup maneuver.
Then, in Section III, the control system was obtained that would minimize a
measure of the change in drag, wing root bending moment and error between
the actual aircraft and the -nodel. Two values of tail length and area were
used to show the effect of this parameter on the resulting solutions but no
direct effort was made to optimize tail length and area. It was also shown
that the input design has a great effect on the resulting system behavior.

In this section, the geometry-dependent characteristics are treated
directly. The objective is to determine optimum tail length, tail area and
surface deflections that would minimize the trim drag and wing root bending
moment and the change in drag, wing bending moment and the model-response
error for a 4 g pullup. The problem id open loop in the sense that no feed-
back will be directly obtained; instead, the geometrical parameters will be
optimized, and the control deflections required to minimize drag and wing
root bending moment in trim and in maneuvering flight will be treated.

It was felt that the dynamic optimization would provide the optimum
tail length and area and once these were obtained the deflections of the sur-
faces could be calculated to maintain minimum drag and wing root bending
moment in trim. Then the required command inputs obtained from the
dynamic optimization would complete the design requirements. In actual
practice, the two partt, static and dynamic optimization were done separately
yet concurrently, so the static optimization did not use the values of A,, and
Sobtained during the dynamic optimization part of the study. It would be

a relatively simple matter co repeat the static optimization de'ign for any
value of K/ and k•.

4.2 STATIC TRIM OPTIMIZATION

Formulation of the Problem

It is desired to minimize drag and WRBM while trimming the CCV with
the elevator, inboard flap and outboard flap. The following functional, F
is formed containing a measure of drag, W RBM, and Lagrange multipliers
times the three longitudinal trim equations (level, 1 g flight with constant

-* thrust and velocity):
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The seven unknowns are: the trim , ; and the Lagrange

multipliers 1, , 1, and 1 . The values of the latter three parameters
have no significance as the equations of motion are just added to insure that
the aircraft is trimmed. Only the relative difference in the weighting
constants, e and M'2 , is significant, and if both are increased by the same
multiple, the resulting solution will be the same except that the Aiz will change
by the same multiple. The actual values of k, and e. have no meaning other
than they do cause different minimum drag and WRBM solutions to occur.

Results and Evaluation

The only CCV - T-33 configuration investigated was the one with the
normal T-33 tail size, KA = K", - 1. Other configurations would involve
similar results. The significant solutions obtained are summarized in the
following table:

TABLE VIII
SUMMARY OF TRIM OPTIMIZATION RESULTS

06 -F0 Trim (Level Trim
I (rad) (rad) (rad) (rad) 1 g Flight) WREM

(lb) (ft-Ib)

10. xl0 4  1. .168 -. 426 2.069 -4.071 16,313 -580,498

-4
5.x10 1. .020 *..093 .380 -. 683 4,278 -52,575

-4
4.4x10 1. .007 -. 063 .230 -. 381 3,218 -16,312

4.xlO"4 1. -. 003 -. 041 .117 -. 154 2,499 18,316

3.6x10"4 1. -. 015 -. 015 -. 013 .107 1,953 58, 221

1.x10 4  1. -. 079 .130 -. 760 1.589 6,956 284,551

.lxiO"4 1. -. 110 .200 -1.103 2.294 9,374 392,622

1. 1. -. 113 .207 -1.142 2. 373 9,645 404,669

trim with normal
T-33 (no 8; or -. 001 -. 010 --- •-- 1,723 40,998

S_ available)
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It can be seen that the trim WRBM can be eliminated completely with
inboard and outboard wing flap deflections. However, this is done at the
expense of increased trim drag. In fact, it appears as though all of the trim
solutions with Si and §,, develop more drag than the basic T-33 soluticn. Also
the trim flap deflections are relatively high for the reduced WRBM solution.
For example, the solution which results in an approximate 5076 reduction
in WRBM (e, = 4.xl6 4 ), requires almost 10 degrees of flap deflection. This
would severely limit the amount of flap deflection left for maneuvering. Each
CCV under study must be evaluated separately to determine, for its particular

mission, whether the reduced trim WRBM and the resulting decreased
structural weight is worth the increased trim drag and control deflections.

4.3 DYNAMIC OPTIMIZATION

Derivation of Necessary Conditions

The longitudinal small perturbation equations of motion being con-
side red are:

+ a --0 0.(4)

y - (V, 1, •, -perturbed state vector

- NA KL4 T ,) - horizontal tail geometrical parameter

-'o)T - control perturbation vector

S- measure of state at final time

It is desired to find a step perturbation in the control vector .. = hand the
tail parameters such that during the maneuver, which transforms the
CCV from the initial state to some final state 9 (i.-) at a prescribed final time,

me athe motions of the airplane will be close to an ideal flying qualities
model and the drag and WRBM will be minimized. In the following discussions
we are concerned only with the drag and WRBM developed during the maneu-
ver so we will use just the linearized incremental expressions:

r (55)

AWRYM Am r(56)
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where d = O, O, 0,0 Mcq (k'))

-, (C) (K 6)S q

M = O, M 5 )

From the preceding discussions, the problem previously stated can
be recast in the following precise terms:

Find Z and b such that the performance index

is minimized subject to the constraints:

(0o) 0t)

A;(*) #Yi, = _e - ; [' () , (58)
andL is the ideal handling qualities model. The weighting parameters , V',

t , and r, and are given.

The Conjugate Gradient Solution

For the conjugate gradient solution, we first introduce a Lagrange
multiplier vector _= (XI , Z s )' and form a new performance index:

2

T= 1

+ , I d48 tezzi7 Zi Y (Fr) d591
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'I Few .

The second large term above does not contain an integral sign be-
cause all of the terms contained in it are constant for t6 (0, t,* ). Also in
all of the above expressions, it is to be emphasized that F, 6 , A , 7 , di and

are functions of e , and _V, z , are independent ofk.

We will require the gradients of I with respect to K, k , and 2,.

Ac ale ¢ '; A61

It~r 21Ir

0 
A,

Ai
F- ar d, r

L 9kvi Ali (61)1

3
b;Z [ 94(if 2t~

+o (4 - r " L) 7 ,r

+2 (tF-Ib),G C bddt~~T kd T

0J (62)

whem, bi 51 ;0, (input sfeps)
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A

Also required in the above expressions are the sensitivities: /9/ki and 9'*/bJ
which are the solution of:

d fdZ \9 CV P

(6 3)

- (0)=oc<0 ~q

The above expressions are reduced somewhat in the calculations because
many of the matrices contain many zero locations. The function dependence6f the stability derivatives were reduced to linear relations in e,, and /A .

This gave the following matrices for the CCV - T-33 at Flight Condition 1:

__--.000 157 0 00

-.5.978(keA) -t88 -86.6go(078-8GL 0 0 01
-2S.735 •4)( (k) -14.1077 -S, 6oZ

I _ . (k,6 ('/) -.5792 -. ,375!L

I 0
000

-.000157 0 -2.16 .19

0 0 a

8=0 0

L 21 A(~ ) -. 5782 -3 55

C0

L906. f486 7.83 (KA)

t82863.245. 9
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Letting the parameter vector be defined as:

the conjugate gradient algorithm can be written as follows:

A~ A

(i) Guess an initial value for 1 P and call this P

(ii) Compute and 17 J*(,) using the previous expressions
and let a, 7p• i(,

(iii) Determine the constant multiplier ot of the corrections a;
by a one dimensional search:

i aA

(iv) Denine the new parameter vector: bile= e d -ais:,

(v) Evaluate the updated J and test to see if it has converged
to a minimum value. If it has, a solution has been obtained.

If it has not converged, proceed to the next step
(vi) Compute the gradient vp :"(k)) u hss

and new corrections: mtp l ot r n

(AA

(vii) Repeat steps (iii) through (vii) until a minimum has been

treached.

S4.4 RESU LTS
Rsults of a few represadient program

,, are presented in Table IX. Two different initial value sets were run with,.aarious weighting constants:

A ff v~~ 1r(. )/

(vii Reeatstep (ii) hrouh (ii)unti a inium Jhasbee



INI

Set 1: initial K.= 1.0, k= .5

Set 2: initial 1'4= .01, k'l = .01

The maneuver performed was a 4 g pullup in 2 seconds with q (• 2 rad/sec,
= 0 rad/sec.

As can be seen in the table of results, the solutions are not too pro-
mising. The conjugate gradient method as formulated here yields many
local minima. In fact, for each different set of initial guesses for k4, /•,

5C step , etc., a different solution for the minimum of the performance
*ndex, I, was obtained. Also the size of the control step inputs relative
to each other had a much more pronounced effect on the solution that was
obtained (the initial guess in each case was a = .15 rad step) than to
changes in tail area or tail length. In many solutions the tail parameters
increased in size. For Set 2 all of the solutions remained with the smallest
tail and even though the conditions at 2 seconds -were matched, the airplane
was still unstable, and was diverging rapidly at that time.

However, the conjugate gradient method may still be of some use.
One remedy to the non-uniqueness problem may b to use a fewer number of
unknown variables. By reducing the number of control step inputs as vari-
bles, there would most likely be fewer local minimumr.s and more importantly,
the solution would have to be reached by the changing of the tail parameters,

Sand Ad, rather than through the use of control deflections.

More research in this area is necessary and perhaps a different
minimization technique less prone to local minima should be investigated,
such as quasilinearization or Kalman filtering. A better choice of cost
function may also be found.
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TABLE X

ATTAINABLE FEEDBACK GAINS

Variable Surface

Other Wing
______ Elevator Fp Surface Rudder Aileron

6V ---... .....

rad/rad *5 *5 *4 *4

rad/(rad/sec) *3 *3 +2 --- *3

rad/rad *5 *4 *2

rad/rad --- *3 *8

rad/(rad/sec) -*2 *3

rad/rad -- -- -k4

rad/(rad/sec) 1 *3
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SECTION V

CONTROL SYSTEM MECHANIZATION A

5.1 INTRODUCTION

In previous sections, the need for adequate control power was stressed.
If the tail size were reduced, including the elevator size, it is fundamental
that larqv r elevator surface deflections would be required to maneuver the
airplane. Flap and collectively acting ailerons help the elevator produce the
required pitching mo,,ents but not to a c(,mpletely compensating amounts so•

there is a limit to the extent that the elevator size can be reduced. Controlsurface power is a fundamental limitation associated with a CCV.

: A second fundamental limitation associated with a CCV is the physical
limitation associated with feedback control mechanization. Sensor and
amplifier noise and structural flexibility limit the amount of feedback that
can be applied to an airplane. Table X summarizes some of the regulariy
attainable feedback gains that are used during flight investigations involving
the AF/CAL T-33 and AF/CAL C-131 (TIFS) airplanes. The gains listed in
the table are not necessarily the maximum that can be achieved; these gains
are regularly and easily obtained without special provision for sensor and
amplifier noise, servo bandwidth, structural dynamics and other corrupting
or limiting influences. The gain values represent day-to-day state of the
science and are conservatively estimated. If differences exist in the maxi-
mally allowed feedback among aircraft, the more conservative number is
always chosen. It is nevertheless important to note that large differences
among individual aircraft do occur and these differences are due mainly to

* variations in structural flexibility. Because a CCV may be highly flexible,
the gains listed below may even be too optimistic without specific structural
mode control provisions. If feedback is provided to augment the fundamental,
rigid body dynamical behavior and the attainment of this feedback requires
extensive structural mode control, then the problems of reliability and air-
craft parameter identification ar doubly critical. Advanced, accurate
methods of vehicle parameter identification are only now being developed
(Reference 1 1) and it will likely be another decade or more before adequate
tools are available to identify the structural mode and flutter parameters of
an airplane, in addition to the rigid body stability derivatives.

Two general comments can be made, then, about maximally usable

feedback gains. First, as mentioned abore, the smaller and more rigid the
airframe, the higher the attainable feedback gains. Second, the lowe - hie
degree of the derivatives of the state variable used for feedback, the higher
the feedback gain that can be attained. This limitation is attributable as
much to the sensor characteristics as to the structural flexibility. Pitch
accelerometers generate more noise than pitch rate gyros which in turn tend
to be less noise-free than attitude gyros. Th,.re are exceptions, particularly
when the good and bad features of angle of attack vanes and accelerometers
are evaluated in their ability to alter the short period natural frequency of
the airplane and compared to the noise output level of these sensors, but in
general, the state derivative rule holds.
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k, As discussed in a previous section, the control system of the T-33
CCV airplane requires mainly pitch rate and angle of attack (or normal accel-
eration) feedback in the longitudinal plane of motion with very little speed or
attitude augmentation. There is no reason to believe that other vehicles
would be significantly different unless they possess highly objectionable speed
stability or phugoid characteristics, so the major effort was placed upon
estimation of the pitch rate and angle of attack gains, with little emphasis on
attitude and none at all on velocity. Table X reflects this emphasis.

5.2 CCV BARE AIRFRAME STABILITY DERIVATIVES

Using the attainable feedback gains given in Table X, it is a rela-
tively straightforward computation to estimate the minimum dimensional
stability derivatives that must inherently be possessed by the bare airframe
of a Control Configured Vehicle, assuming that sufficient surface effective-
ness and power is available to augment the derivatives if they are found to
be acceptable.

The equations of motion of the bare airframe CCV and the flying
qualities model can be expressed as

S -FP ÷6 (64)

-- ÷n +(65)

The feedback control law is of the form

- -/# (66)

so a fully augmented aircraft can be described by the equation

(67)

If the augmented CCV is to fly as the flying qualities model flies,

then

SC (68)

ar-. the matrix of dimensional stability derivatives of the bare airframe are
r- .cted to the range

Vbar Cr 56 (69)
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If the m'ntrix of stability derivatives of the n'odel, Table III and the
matrix of gains (assuming three controllers) were substituted into Equation
(69), the longitudinal requirements become:

-.04 - 32,17 0 5.10

S_ _._ - .7,'~
-708 I2n , .~0 : 1

,:• -,0142.4±--- 32.7g,,7-+ ±.4gz, •-2q,, .455,, +9,,±2 g,• 5.7 .• 5,~ .t 4
.0 0 1 0

= 0q,1 ±4g~z~ 2953 ±3q31±595•.±, q5-Z1.06q 5 •,-9 3
5 9

.±OX6- 0 ~ 2g, ±3 4  3, g -2.22S±6~ vsvq 94 9

- tt(70)

where the symbol -- means that the gain is not considered and has been

?• I~~to becoe certhen, that surface effectiveness plays a very strong

rolnthe augmentation possible. If this aircraft possessed the surface

• efectienes oftheelevator, flap and ailerons of the T-33, the CCV bare

S~airframe requirements become

0 0 1.0 0

0 t-4932. 10 2..713

v ±196 -7085. 130 - o(71)

1,±7f e2.87 225

which could quickly lead one to the conclusion that the bare airframe stability
Sderivatives are meaningless to a CCV if augmentation is to be fully realized
and if the control surfaces have sufficient effectiveness to do the job.

SIf sufficient control effectiveness is not provided, then it will be dif-
ficult to realize CCV objectives. Consider, for instance, the T-33 airplane

• ; ~with shortened tail and reduced horizontal tail surface g'• = •'•= 0. 5. TheSmatrices of stability and control derivatives become:

-1

= 1

which ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~** coul qucl edoet h ocuinta h aearrm tblt



"'�___ _ _4,7 77-" "7 7 -

-f J,

-0139 32.17 0 3- _ -. S -.

If elevator alon3 is used for augmentation purposes the aircraft can
be augmented to the extent

-0139 t -- 32.17-t to 1 6.06 (P.03 -t 10. f

=1 0 0 tO 0

-,ooo02 *-- JM.5 .5,05" -t 21.9 8.456it 36.5 73

.00Mo7o 0- -.03 1.0t 68 -.58 -.3

If the matrix of Equation (73,t is compared to that of the model, it
is seen that two very important terms in the matrix M9= / + A4,; and

Al =M + M 4r••, , which are used to approximate short period dampingand 0I , are just barely attainable. If only elevator is used for augmen-

tation, then the stability derivatives cannot be independently altered. Once
a value of feedback gain is selected, each column of the F matrix is fixed,
or another way to express this constraint is that since the lst, 3rd, and
4th rows of the F matrix contain the coefficients of a seoarate degree of
isfreedom of motion of the vehicle.

SThe flap and the aileron of the T -33 in this example can just barelybe considered independent control devices, because they produce pitching
moments, Z and X forces almost, but not quite, proportional to each
other. Therefores normal y the two surfaces would not be considered
efficient for dynamic augmentation purposes, but they do provide a good
measure of controsability of the wing lift distribution and therefore wing
root bending moment control.
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5.3 CONTROL (FEEDFORWARD) AUGMENTATION

Feedforward, or control augmentation is less restrictive than feed-
back. If the Control Configured Vehicle does not exhibit the required con-
trol effectiveness to produce good handling qualities, then other surfaces can
be used to augment the vehicle.

The matrix of control effectiveness terms of the flying qualities
-! model is given by

0 (74)

using just the elevator to produce the required control forces and moments.
The T-33 with reduced tail length and area but using the flap and ailerons is
given by

G7~3k*k.:0 0 0
oa-34.l (75)

I-7! -14.1 -5.3 (
L.•' " -.68B -.38J1

The effectiveness of the other surfaces, i.e., the flap and ailerons,
can be used to augment the elevator as shown in the following sketch:

see. ~Mec.4uniol iZietla ePold~

3ý CCollec4/ &&p

Figure 13 FEEDFORWARD OR COMMAND AUGMENTATION
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The gains are computed from

L9~? '~(76)
1 -.06 -.58 -. 38 -0_

or

=3. 71 eo e 0. 895-, ad O9 9,5

and the system can be mechanized without difficulty.

The investigations and results of this section have shown that sta-
bility and flying qualities should have very little influence on the geometry of
a Control Configured Vehicle. If sufficient control power is available, the
vehicle can have almost any shape and stability augmentation, within the pre-
sent state of the art, can alter the flying qualities to the desirable Level I
behavior.

5.4 WEIGHT CONSIDERATIONS

The T-33 configuration with KA = = .5 is about the maximum tail
reduction possible for the CCV to still have the ability to obtain a Level 1
airplane with a realizable feedback system. This corresponds to a change
in static margin of about -15%6. The entire aft section of the fuselage of the
T-33, which includes the tail assembly and exhaust extension past the engine,
is estimated by CAL personnel to weigh approximately 700 pounds. With
the .5 Je4 and k• this can be reduced to 350 pounds. Further weight savings
from a lighter wing structure for reduced wing loads due to the MLC system
of wing flaps is conservatively estimated at 150 pounds. This 500 pounds
is 5% of the normal T-33 dry weight.

This estimate, however does not take into account the weight of the
reliable control system that would have to be added to the existing airplane
to allow the vehicle to fly with the geometrical configuration assumed in this
report. Overall it is believed that the total, weight reduction along with the
reduced wing root bending moment and drag will significantly improve the
performance or payload capacity of the T-33.
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SECTION VI

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6. 1 CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of the research reported in this document is to investi-
gate CCV design and control system concepts in a general way and to apply
these concepts to a T-33 airplane in as realistic a way as possible within the
limited scope of the program. The study accomplished this goal in a positive
sense and the following conclusions are drawn from the results. These con-
clusions are tentative; not all of the aspects of the problem we e considered
and further effort may modify some of the results but probably not significantly
alter the fundamental principles. The major conclusions are summarized
below.

1 Relaxed static stability, maneuver load control, and good
flying qualities can be made to be compatible if adequate
numbers of independent force/moment producing devices with
adequate effectiveness and power are provided.

2. Because the geometry and surface configurations are generally
fixed, the application of CCV concepts after the fact, i.e.,
on a presently existing airplane, will yield only limited
success. Control Configured Vehicle concepts, to be most
effective, should be incorporated into the preliminary design
stages of a new airplane.

3. The T-33 configuration with k•q = k'L = • 5 is about the
maximum reduction possible. This corresponds to a change
A in static margin of about -15%. Total structural weight
reductions may amount to about 500 pounds or approximately
5% of the normal T-33 dry weight. This can be interpreted
to mean a 10% increase in fuel capacity.

4. Flying qualities have a significant effect on the control
system configuratioa. Flying qualities are very flexibly
or broadly defined and can be selected to benefit the maneu-
ver load control objectives of the CCV. Flying qualities
requirements can be chosen to restrict or enhance the
application of maneuver load control.

5. The present state of the art of feedback control allows for
augmentation of an extremely wide variety of bare airframe
characteristics and therefore, geometrical shapes of the
airframes. Stability constraints, such as static margins,
have little or no importance if sufficient control effectiveness
and power are aeailable to provide for good flying qualities
and maneuverability.
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6. A more comprehensive effort, considering many aspects
not included in this study would be necessary to optimize
the results, but feasibility has been demonstrated.

6.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

This study has only investigated a few CCV concepts: 1) reduced
static stability through reduced tail area and tail length, 2) maneuver load
control in a pullup through the addition of inboard and outboard direct lift
The feasibility of this type of vehicle has been demonstrated. However, in

the early design of any new CCV, a more extensive study should be carried
out. With a precise knowledge of mission and performance criteria, more
specific candidate controllers should be investigated. Canards, ventral fins,
split wing flaps, and various wing positions should be evaluated to optimize
the design to achieve desired characteristics. Torsional wing bending
moments must be evaluated, as this may become a problem with the addi-
tional wing flaps.

The concepts of relaxed static stability and maneuver load control
represent evolutionary, rather than revolutionary advances in aircraft sta-
bility and flight control practice. Feedback to augment damping is already
in full operational use, so additional feedback and command augmentation to
improve static stability is only a step beyond present design procedures.
Wing surfaces designed to alter the magnitude and symmetry of the lift along
the wing have been in use for fifty years or more. The use of flaps, ailerons
or other wing surfaces to alter the lift distribution on the wing during either
trimmed or transient flight is als,' logical extension of present practices,
so maneuver load control is also. Aible.

Feasibility only has been demonstrated by the results presented in this
report. A more comprehensive study and simulation program is needed
before actual mechanization and flight testing could be undertaken. In general,
control surfaces are sized and located on aircraft only after extensive anal-
ysis and model testing has been done. To be most effective, CCV concepts
should be included in the preliminary design stage of an airplane. The
application of CCV concepts after the fact of the airplane design will likely
be not as effective and the modifications will probably be costly.

Flying qualities requirements will play an important role in the
establishment of CCV airframe designs and augmentation configurations. Two
flying qualities models were used in the present study. The flying qualities
parameter ri/ol was shown to have a strong effect on the use of flap and ele-
vator surfaces to simultaneously obtain lower wing root headings and good
flying qualities. In addition, relaxed static stability of the bare airframe will
require relatively large surface deflections and surface rates to artificially
produce the stability characteristics demanded by flying qualities. However,
flying qualities requirements are broad, and it appears possible to be able to
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satisfy both flying qualities requirements and make optimum use of CCV
concepts at the same time. The mutual overlap of these requirements should
be carefully defined. 1

It would be very important to consider the effects of geometrical
alterations throughout the entire flight envelope of operation of the vehicle.
It is one thing to design a flight control system that will give good flying
qualities at a single flight condition but an entirely different matter to design
a simple system for the entire range of operation of the vehicle. The bare
airframe dynamics and the optimum flying qualities model changes as a
function of flight condition. Although all the elements that make up a Level 1
airplane are broad in range at one flight condition, a minimum complexity
control system that satisfies all elements for a Level 1 airplane at all flight
conditions represents a formidable challenge to the Control Configured
Vehicle designer.
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f• APPENDIX I

LINEAR OPTIMAL CONTROL

The linear optimal control problem treated in Section III of this
report is a variation of the general problem using the performance index

00/' (I-i)

subject to the constraint of the differential equation, n, motion

F*z + G ck (1-2)

(1-3)

The solution to this problem requires that the Euler-Lagrange
equations be satisfied

(1-4)

subject to the boundary conditions on the state vector X (0) =X and the

Lagrange multiplier ;, (0) = A, The basic problem is to determine the
boundary condition A, (0) as a function of the state vector, thereby eliminating
the two-point boundary value aspects of the problem which will then yield
a closed form solution.

It has been shown by R. E. Kalman (Reference 7) and others that
;L (0) and X (0) are related by the equation

a~o T ?(00) X(0)(-)

where "P (00) is the positive definite symmetrical solution to the matrix
Riccati equation

o T• F FP I?• -Q " G £"Gr-P 4- (1-6)

It has been shown (Reference 10, for instance) that the eigenval.ues
of the Hamiltonian system of Equation 1-4 consist of the eigenvalues of the
stable optimal closed-loop sy3tem with negative real parts A and the
eigenvalues of the unstable "adjoint" system - A with positive real parts.

If we transfer Equation 1-4 into the diagonal canonical form using a
linear transformation
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r Lr,, (1- 7)

we would have

0L1 It 1 ,1 ",,I' (I-B)

where A is an 7lX77 diagonal matrix with (distinct) negative real parts.
The response can be then written

r C At ]
eAt (A)

(I-9)

ori ~- (0<<< '-Y ' -' ' "<0>

(I-10)1

For the time being, write the inverse of the transformation as

rT

ST M N(I-l)

then

At 4 o

(I-171
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from which we can obtain

At At At
7--) eK + 71 ;e L X(o) 7-e M (o) + e A (o) (1-13)

The optimal solution for -y.(t) , which is stable, cannot contain

terms in e-At Therefore, y(o) and A.(o) must be related by the

expression.

!- X(0) = -N-' MY, (0) (1-14)

Substituting this expression for ( (0) in Equation 1-13 yields

From the identity

S~We can obtain, among others, the following relationships

M = -NT• ,,•,- (a) L' :--r,.z T,71" (c)

N= (Tz - ITtt'T " (b) = 'z"T. •")" (d)

41i Lo 7U

(1-17)

Substituting these expressions for K' , L , M , and N in Equation 1-15 yields

Comparing Equation 1-5 and 1-14 we find that the steady-state solution

to the Riccati Equation is given by

"7'(c) =- N"M (1-19)
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or, from a substitution in Equation I-19a we have

?(77 (1-20)

This result could have been shown in another way. From Equation I-8
we have

LtI N" 2'r 'r.1 (1-21)

Expanding the left-hand side of Equation 1-21 yields

A I[ r,•.e 2, 2/••Fr, ••••••••"'=•Fr.

"1 0 -A (I22

From the lower left-hand part of the partitioned matrix of Equation 1-22
we have that

M F, T11- N WQ 1 - t ~l "T2, - NF'7, 0

Substituting N7 -NT , , and post multiplying the entire equation by

+ -- 1 and pre-multiplying by - M' yields

If we compare Equation 1-23 with the Riccati Equation

"?F.# /'P-• "- •/'/' 0 (1-24)

we have the same result as in Equation 1-20, namely that

77(00) -7 -r-
~' " "(1-25)
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A similar development involving the upper-right partitioned matrix
of Equation 1-22, i.e., that

7F- AP - 7-' -L FPT 0 -6

will yield another result. Substituting -4 1 7" post multiplying

the entire equation by -ii and pre multiplying by 1-7 " yields

-r-"7- 'Fr -7"7-"7' (1.-27)

or 22 /Z 22 /Z 22/2 Nmloinsse
or

-7 (o) = -r 7- ,T-rX/ /Iý (1-28)

Therefore, once we know the eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian system
of Equation 1-4 we can directly compute the optimal feedback control law.
The technique shown in this section is independent of the order of the
system and the number of controllers of the dynamic system. Equations
1-18 and 1-40 show that the feedback gains and the regulator transient response
are directly related to the eigenvectors of the system. These eigenvectors

are a function of the weighting matrices Q and R in the performance index.

Example

Consider the two controller, second order system described by the
equations

-2n
(1-29)

It is desired to find the optimal control law that will satisfy the performance
index

00
2Va - "/ 4 1,- a. -).let

0 o (1-30)

where ,
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The Hamiltonian system for this example is

S-10

1 -3 0 -

L 0 2 4 J L(1-31)
z A

whose characteristic polynomial is given by

(S +- 4.) (S 5r 1.44)

(1-32)

The left half plane roots, i.e., the eigenvalues of the closed-loop
optimal system, are given by

S•, - -/.44 - 4. //"

and it is necessary to find the two eigenvectors of Equation 1-31 associated
with these two eigenvalues

The eigenvector transformation is found to be

*4•7 -. 3 .• -.- =47 1 I ,.

L.27/ -. o I

(1-33)

where the two blank columns represent the eigenvectors associated with the

eigenvalues S, 4 =f.44, -t 4, 116 From Equation 1-25 ,we have
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fA

'P00)~ t-~1; . 36 .9  J 14?
L*27r? Off' o9 467 ,o41

.299 4,/163

15•/•3 ;. 56, •. (1- 34)

which is a positive definite symetric matrix. The optimal control law
becomes

and the closed-loop optimal regulator description is

* -~ [.,,:

h] (1-36)

whose charactriistic polynornial is given by

(s) 4•6• (1-37)

as predicted by Equation 1-32. The regulator 4.-ansient response is given by
Equation 1- 18.
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APPENDIX II

CONJUGATE GRADIENT COMPUTER PROGRAM

The flow chart and listing for the conjugate gradient program used in
Section IV of the report are given below.

INITIALIZE ITERATION
CONSTANTS AND SET

DEFAULT VALUES

READ INPUT

SET UP VARIABLES WHICH
ARE NOT FUNCTIONS k

OF KA, KL

F ICYLE ICYCLE +11

SET UP TERMS WHICH ARE1

e. FUNCTIONS OF KA, KLII
FOR J CALCULATIONS

LNA YES

SEARCH,

FORTEGRA CAECULATONS IEJ+ IN
SET UP TERM4S WHICH

ARE FUNCTIONS OF KA, KL

k INITIALIZE TERMS
FOR TIME -0

INTEGRATE r')R ONE TIME1
POINT AND CALCULATE

NEW SENSITIVITIES:

- ,x -AT PRESENT
K" "-i TIME POINT
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INTEGRATE FOR ONE TIME

POINT AND CALCULATE

NEW STATE VECTOR:

X, AT PRESENT TIME POINT

LINEAR YES

SEARCH

+ 

IN

L OP.

NO

CALCULATE:
DRAG

A WRBM
AT PRESENT TIME POINT

VALUE OF J

IN

T 

INCREMENT

LINEAR YES
SEARCH
LOOP?

NO
R F

INCREMENT
INC ý6"F

VALUES OF VJ

4VALUE

.;0
DOESNT

NO TIME

FINAL
TIME?

YYES

FINAL SUM UP
OF J

IN
LINFAR YES

SEARCH
LO()P?

NO

FIN'AT (--U4 UPI
OF V.'_j

continued
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YES WE I
FIRST

SO

CNERE YS PRINT OUT FINAL VALUES
TO A AND TIME HISTORIES

.4!
YES

F CALCULATE a;, SET

"IN" LINEAR SEARCP LOOP

UPDATE PARAMETERS: 1

HAS
<NO [UPDATE

MINIMULM !4ITH

_______ YES

UPDATE PARAMETERS-I
FOR THIS ITERATION I

•,= f.-'~,,, a•
SET "NOT IN" LINFAR

SEARCH LOOP

F;



4

INPUT

All input is read in NAMELIST iorm:

a(3) = initial inpuL steps of .e, ',5 Ao

L(4O4) =.model F matrix

Q (4) = weighting matrix on states

XL(3) = initial values on Z l, l 21 3
TITLIE = (any 80 characters)

7(40) =constants for F, G, d d M,M,

matr ice s:

Z (1) e + Z 0 z (3)KleA+ 7(4)

0 0 f 0

ltZ(.0 Z( 7)) lZ(s)

Z 0 1

o 0 0

(m) Z(19)

0 0

f-d= 7(26) M, 4  7('29,,

o 0
S((2) K(4o)
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=)T - time increment

NT-P = number of time points

V = weight on drag

T = weight on WRBM

CA = initial constant for X; (defaulted to 1.)

REDUCE = reduction multiple for wi update (defaulted to . 1)

LOOP = max number of loops in irj updates (defaulted to 10)

NCYCLE = max number of conjugate gradient iterations

(defaulted to 10)

4YTSTOP = " convergence test: stops if

(defaulted to . 005)

IP[NT = to print intermediate interations set to 1

if not set to 0. (defaulted to 1)

KA = initial tail area ratio

K-L = initial tail length ratio

OUTPUT

The output form is:

Title Date

Final values wanted for states: qo,

input Model 1 matrix

data Q

V

T
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Title Date I

Icycle J
Time histories of:

Time, 6V , 8,- ,LADrag, A WRBM

Drag

for WRBM

each

iteration WR6M

/AM

* 0e I

F matrix

Linear search values for O , J

5
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C CONJUGATF GRADIENT P4FTHnn OR) ccv ,TO) FIND TAIL. AREA,LENGTt4,ANn CC!NSTANIT
CCONTROL INPUTS DEqflIDr FO)R A 4G PULL 11P

*XL(3)tTITLF(2O),VFOM(4t4),FGnM(4,3),GD~m(393),IWFA(4,4),nFF.L14,4),

*,DFATQ4,4),OFLTCJ(,41,PH12(44,),sK(40,TE51),pHI (4,3,,InF(LI(494 1,
* DGA(4,1 ) TM2M2(3,3),TEP4P1(4t4),TUMP?(4,4),TFMP3(4,4),F1LTQ(4,44)

*flRAG(51),~WPRM(5IliXT(1,4),tTFMP4(4,41,SKAT(l,4),5KLT(1,4),SRT(3j,4)i
z ~~*A(DR),APPFV(R),ULAST(3),gXLLAST(3)tDELJ(S);N4

REAL KA9KLL,MI,142VKALAST,KLLAST
RFAL*8 TnATE ,

NAMELJST/INPUT/IJ,LC,Q,Y(L,TITLF, Z,O)T,NTP,V,T,CA,pFnDiJF,LnrP,tNCYCI F
**XJSTOP,IPRINTKA,KL
CALL CLEAP(CAtDELJ(RI)
CA=I.
XJSTflP=.005
REOIICF=.1
L('OP=1C)

I~tEL1 Rer~d~ed fom
NCYCLF= 10 b espr0't av.a~fb Ie ~

CALL OtTF(TDATF)
I REAfl(5,INPUT,END=9999)

20 FORMAT(lHI,2X,20A/s,IfX,A8,//,?X,.MOPEL 0,ALPHA,AIDHO1 -fOT AT FINA~L
*TIME ARt-: ',3Fl?.6,//,2X,*'4flr)FL L MATPIX IS:',/,(4El6.6))
WRITF(6,2t) (0(I),1zr1,4),V,T

21 FnRMAT(//,2X,*Q = 1,4FI7.69/,?X@V * ,F17.6,/,2X*9T 09Fl?.b)
ISTOP=O
ICYCLF=0

CSFT UP V'~tRABLES WHIrH ARF NOT FUNCTIONS OF KAqKL
Fl 1,2)=-12.17
F(2,3)=ZIl1
F(4,tl.=(1

G(9,, =ZI 15)

G(3,3)=Z (19)

G(492)=Z (21)
G(493)=Z(?22

1)2( 30 1=1( 27)
'41=Z I29)1! DOIA=Z 124)
nn2A=Z( ?S)

M 2 ( 2 ,) II( 29)

DFA( 1,4)=Z(4)
OGAI 19117( 14)

nn 30 1=1,3
30 TEFIPI(l,I)=M2(I91)*T

CALL MATMPY(M?,TFMP1,T'42M?,1,1,3,3,4,3)
35 ICYCI.FzICVCLF+1
36 CONTINUF
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ON;
I C SET UP TERMS W'41CH flFPFNn ON KAKL NFEf'FD FOR J CALCULATIONS

Ft 194)=1t3)+ZI4)*KA
F(3tt)1Z(S)*I(6)*KA*Kt.

Ft3,4)=Z(q).Zt 103*KA*Ki.
F(494)=Z( 12),Z(13)*VA*KL
G(f191) =Z( 14)*KA
Gt3tI)=Z(17)*KA*KL
G(4, 1)=Z I 0)*KA
fl1'Z123)+L1(24)*KA
02(1,1,)=Z(25)*KA
CALL OATFXPI4,flTFPHILPH12,TEMP1,TFMP2,4,4,4,4,4,LT)
IF(LT.FO.o)Gfl Ta 40
WP ITFI 6937)Lr,0

37 FflRMAT(1HO,3X,14t4TFXP FATLEn, LT ='020' nT 0,FR.5)
38 WRITEf6,39)t (F(t IJ),J1,4),t1=14)
39 FORMAT(114093XtF MATRIYvv/v(4Fl6.6))

GO TO I
40 nn) 41 1=2?NTP

CALL MATMPY(PHT2,GPH12G,4,4,3,4,4t4)
CALL mATMPV(PHI?GU,PHI?G'U,4,3,I,4,3,4)
CALL AATADD(F9LFf4L,4,4,4,4t4,I)

C SFT 1113 MATRICES WHICH O)EPFND ON KAKL , FOR J CALCULATIOlNS
00 45 1=1*3

rALL mATMPY(t)2,TF'4P1,TU'P2,3,i,3,3,4,4)
CALL MATAD0(rEmP2,TM2*4?,tEMP1,3, 3,4,2,4,oI
nn 46 1=194
nn 46 J=1,3

46 TEMP2(JT)=G(1,J)*Q(l)
CALL I4ATMPY(TFMP2j,,TEM4P3,3,4,3,4,4,41
CALL MATAflfl(TEMD)3,TFM4P1,GGDM,3,3,4,4,3,O)
00 47 1=1,4
f'fl 47 J=1,4

47 F-Ml.TQ(I,J)=F-ML(j,l1*QIj)
rALL MATMPY(FMLTvQ.FMLFFflm,4,4*4,49494)
FFi)?4(494)=FFPM(494',v*nl1**2+T*MI**?
rALL MATMPY(FMLTQGgFGflP94,4,394,4,4)
FC',OM(4,1 )=FGOM(4,1)eV*D1*Wn2(I,1)

FGOME 4, =Ftrnm( 4,)V*fl* p2 3, 1) +T*ml *M2(191)
TF(InELJ.FQ.0) GO TO 6n~

C SET UP MATRICES FOP )FI~j CALCULATIONS
nOvi\3,' I=Z(I7)*K(L
~oGL =1 17.*KA
O)FA 3,1 )=Z(6)*KL

nFA(3q4)=Z(I0l*KL
nFA(494)=Z(13)*KL
DFLI(,1 )=?Ib)*KA

rFlL(33v4)Z(R0)*KA

DFL(4,4)=Z113)*K('
* (Do 5n T=1,4

inQ TrmP1 (1,1)=Dr.A(I ,1 1*OC I)
CALL MAYMPVCTF'4PJ,G,OGGAtt,4,1,4,4,I)
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n0 51 1=1,3

00 52 1=103
52 OflGL(1It)=DGL*Q(3)*G(3#I)

00 53 1=194
00 53 J1=194

OFFAl 4,41=OFFA( 494)ev*nnflA*D1

nnf 54 J=1,4
54 flFLTQ(Jo1)=DFL(ItJ)*Qfl)

CALL MATM4PY(DFLTQVMLDFFL,4,4,4,4,4,4I
CALL MATMPY(OFATQGOFGA,4,4,3,4,4,4)
CALL t4ATMPY(FMLTQOGATFMPlt4,4,1,4t4t4)
00 55 1=194

DFGA(4,l)=DFGA(4,1)4V*OOIA*D2(1,l)+V*O)1*DO'tk-
O'FGA(4,2 I)=DFGAt 4.2)+V *Or)1IA*0.2 (;?*I)
0FGA(4,3)=0FGA(493)+V*Dfl1A,ýt2- ', 1)
CALL MATMPY(DFLTQt,r,,FGL,494,'ýi,~4,44)
00 56 1=1#4

60 CONTINUE
C INITIALIZE FOR TIME =0.

xJ=o.
0n 61 1=1,8

61 DELJ(I)=0.
nn 6 2 1=1,4

SKA(191)=O.
SKL( 1.1) O.
nn 6? J=1,3

62 self,J)z0.
SU'iO=O.

nn 100 1T=2,NTP
IF(IOnFLJEQ,0s GO TO 7)

C CALCULATE SENSITIVITIES
CALL MATmpytnFA9Xp7F4PI#4,4vI94,4941
00 69) 1=1,4

CALL MATMPV(PHI2,TEMP1,TEMP2,4,4,4,4,4t4)
CALL MATMPYIPHIISKATEI4Plt4,4,l,4,4,4)
CALL MATAnn(TEt4P1,TEMP2,SKA,4.1,4,4,4,0I
CALL MAT'iPY(flFLvwTEF4Pl,4,4t l9(4,4)

CALL MATMPY(Pk412tTEMPITFMP2,4,4,1,4t4t4)
CALL t'AT'4PY(PH1,vSKL,19E'4Pl,4t4,1,4,4,4)
CALL .4ATADO(TF?4PI#TFhP2tSKL,491,494t4tt))
CALL MATMiPY(PH11,SBTF!4P1,4,4,3,4,4,4I
CALL mATAflO!TEMP1,PH!?1',,SI,4,3,4,4,4,0)

70CALL MATMPYtPHI1,X,1FMPl,4,4,1,4t4,4)
CALL MATADO(TFMPlPHIGUX,4,1,4,4,4t0)
IF(inELJ.EQ.O) GO. TO 75
n0 72 1=1,4

72 XOUT(IIT)sX(1,1)
ORAG(YTT)01*X(4,1),fl?11I)l*uti),0?(2,1)*U(21.0243,1)*IJII)



sumI)=sum,+nRAG(IT)WIt(T.M*(,1M(,)U2+231*J3
IrUMW=SUMW+WRAM( ITl

75 DOt 76 1=1,4
76 YTfl,1)=X(1,l)
I NCREM4ENT J

CALL MATMPY(FFO',XTE'4PI,4,4, 1,4,4,4)

CALL MATMPY(FGnm,uTFMP2,4,3, 1,4,3,4)

XJ=XJ+TFMPJ*Dr
IF(I r)FLJ.f Q.01) GO TO) q"

SKLT(l1, ) =SKL( 1,1)

80 SRiT(JtfVSR3I1,Jl 1

CALL mATAio(tTFmalTEMP2,TFMP3,4, 1,4,4,4,l)

CALL MATMPYiSKAT,TEMDI,Trmw)jA,1,4,1tl,4,t)
CALL F4ITMPY(SKLr,TFMP3,TFtinJLI,',,1,1,4,1)
CALL PAT'4PY(SMtTFMP3,TFMP4t3,4,1,3,49

4 ) 9

CALI. M4ATpy(t)FFA,X,TP4Pl ,4,4, 1,4,4,43

'TALL MATMqPY(nFC-A,II,TFMD294,3, 1,4,3,4)

CALL 6mA1M)D(TEmPI1,TFM4P7,TFMP3,4,1,4,4,
4 ,4)I

CALL 4ATmPV( XT, TEMP3 ,TF'4P, 1,4,1,1,4,1

0FLJ(4)=nFLJt4)+(Tfý'JA+TFMP)*2.*"T
CALL M4ATmPY(rFFL,X,TrMpl,4,4,l,4,4,4I
CALL MAT'4PY(')FGL,1,,TFMP?,4,32 1,4,3,4)

CALL mATA')DfTFMPI,TVmP2,TPMP3,4, ),4,4,4,n)

CALL MATMYoXTTP4P3,TFMP,1,4,l,1,14,13
OFLJ(5)=nELJ(5),(TrmnjL.TFMP)*?.*f)T
CALL MATMPV(XT,FcflM,TFMAPIvl,4,3, ,4,4)

nn SSi 1=1,3

90 CONTINLIC

C FINAL SLIM lIP OF J
CALL MAyT4PY(Cr)MUFM)1 3,1,3,3,44

XJ=XJ+XAOO.FNTD)*(tlfMIIl+()TIIlI#l')Tt,1'~

XAO=LJ(IVU (X(3,l)1)rl))*2+X()((,)C2)*

Anf)LJ 7(11 J*X( 1,) +X(3, 1)+-,F(,4)*X(4,1 )..( 4,j1)I( I)+!,(4 ,?)*UJ(2)+

%+G(4,3)*U(I 3-C( 33
DELJ(3)flFLJ3**?

0O Insh 1=1.3

X AAI)n'XAAnlf+2 .*T I I tJTO) *(I() *OG(A(1,tI*U 1)

10,5 XLADOn=XLhAfl+2.*TTMAF(NTP)*U(11*)OriA3(, *J
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*SAf4,1) *2. *4 4, 1)-CM1 2OFLJt4)=OELJ(4)+w.1(3)*(Z(tl)*SKA(1,12+SKfA(3,1)+F(4,4)*SKA(4,jn.*

*2.**(ELJ3)
nFlLJW4=nFLJ(4)4+xI.i3)*(lF A (4t4)*X(49 iiflG&(4, I)*M 1) 1*2.*n$-LJ3

*SL ,1 2 1 I4 2C4)CLJ(5)=DELJ(5)4XL~flO+rL(l)*SKLE3,11*?.*(X(3,1)-C(L))+XL(,J)*I
r)FLJ(5)=flELJ(5)+XL(I)*(7(11)*SKL(1,1),SKL(3,j ,+F(4,4)*SKL(4,1) 2*

*2.*nELJ3 4
DELJ(5)=D)ELJ(5).Xi.t 3) *fFL (4,4)*X(4, 1 )*2.*nF1J3
CALL MAT'4PYIGnl4,U,TEMPI ,3,3, 1,3,3,4)

no 115~ 1=1,3

On 120 1=1,3
nFLJfI+5)=r)FLJ('t+'A)XL(3,*CZ(11)*S9I 1,1)tSg(3,1)4F(4,42e5R(4,I)+

$G(49I) *2?.*t)ELJ3
170 CnNTYNIJE

WRITF(691?5)T ITLr.,TD)ATF, IrYCLEXJ
125 FORMAT(1H1,2X,2OA.1tOXAg,//,;X,'1CYCLF=',13,4X,'J= '#F13.h,//)

IFI IrYCLE.EQ.I 2 GO TO 135
C TEST FOR J CONVFRGFNCF

tF4ARS(XJLAST-XJ).LF.ARS(XJSTAIP*XJLASTn) GO TO 14n~
IF(TCYCLF.GF.NrYCLF) GO Tn 130
TF(IPRINT.Eg.12 (6' TO 1'5
GO TO 150

130 ITOP=I
I TER=ICYCI.F-1

iii PO'IMAT(IH404X,'J FAILEn TO SATISFY cOnNVy -. ;ENCI TEST AFTr-R 0,13,1
STPRATIONS. FINAL TIMF HISTORIES ARF:',//)
GO) TO 145

135 ITFR=TCYCLE-I
WRITE(69136) IT!ER

136 FOlRMATI(H0q7X,'AFTFR 4,13,1 ITERATIONS, T114C HISTIIRIFS 4QF:',//)
GO. TO 145

140 ISTOP=I
ITEQ=ICYCLE-1

141 FORkMATtIHn,?xg'J SATISFIED) C'ONVERcFN.CF T17ST ACTEP e9110 I TEQA-If'N
SS. FINAL TTMF HISTORIFS ARF:0,//)

145 WRITFIA,9146)
146 F'IqMAT(3XvlTI4lE',7X,*nFLTA V,1LOX,'T'4FTA',13X, 'Q',13X,'AtPDHA',12w,9

147 FORMAT(1Y,F6.2,6r16.61
wRITFt6,1481 SU~rD,StJMW,KA,KL,(U i),(1,132,IXi.ti 1,1=1,3)

148 FnRMAT(1HO,O INTEGRAL OF DRAG = 'vE12 .6,/,' INTFGRAI OF WRR1 = '
*E13.6r//l KA = *,913.69/,* KL z lE13.6,//,' OF = 9E13.hv,I,
*DI = 19F13.6,/tl DO =,Fl3.69//,* LAMPD.A ',3F17.61
WPITCI#,391 l(F(FI,Jh#J=I4),J1,t4)
IF(NCYCLt-.E0.1) GO TO I
IF(ISTOP.FO.1) GO TO 1

150 CONTINUE
C CONJUGATE GRADIENT uPOATF I 90OP

Br)=8N
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MY' 55 1=10
155 BN=PN+nFLJl1)**2

IF(ICYCLE.EO.l) GO TO 161
PRETA=RN/Sn

160 AU h=DFLJlIU4:FTA*:PR:V;UFO APH

1610r 162 t=1,8
162 APE(1)=OE(1)I

X6J~LAST(1=XL(I

75IAKALAST-KALPAA
KLKLLAST-APH*A 5

no 169 1=1,3
ULS( I)=IJLAt(J-I P'A*(I

180 XLLASTXLIASTII3-LH&A1

ITO COTO 36
1o0 210 TE(6,195LnX

IQS FORMAL6T(4X,'J =*,r1.)

700IF(XJLAST.LT.ALPGO tfl 201

180 A~LPH=XLPAS*RFDIJCE A~l
!RIF16ALPHALT1E-0 GO Ti) 1

Go TO 175
2905 XJLOOP=XJ )

IF( C LONTINUF GO T es aviabncoo

700 KA=KALAST-ALT.O*GOA O 20
KLKLJLAT-ALDHAn*XJAS) O O n
tin 2O20 113

201 IFIXULAST( V )-AXLPASTA GO5T420
7?3 XLPHA=XLPHAST(I)0CPHF Bl
? I0 ALDH=APHA/?T.)*X-.XJOP.*XLST/7.X-4*JLP42*J GO TO 23I

GO TI) 175

235 WITE(624)ALPHA
?40 ORMA(///,2x'CePLETD OE (1M. SA~~H L(f'D 'tIHA 8'law6
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IDELJ=l
Gn Tn 35

9999 STrIP
END

4
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